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Atelier del Legno

Todd Williams

Martin Clarkson

Jon MooreKevin Purse

Clockwise from top left: Burnt and stained ash tool handles featuring the artist’s signiture 
ferrules; Red oak natural edge bowl; Maple vase heavily stained with blue to cover a blue 
fungus; Offset birch bowl; Lidded yarn bowl made of yew.
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Jim Swift

Gonzalo de la Cruz

James Walt

Steve Twydell

This Page, clockwise from top left: 
Miniature twig pots made of bocote; Maple 
plate, ebonized, then colored; Spalted beech, 
cherry, and ebony alarm clock - actual clock with 
the metal casing, face, and bells replaced with 
wood; Award winning box elder burl bowl. 
Facing page, clockwide from top left: 
Paduak, mahogany, and walnut bell; Tiger wood 
and resin river bowl; Cherry, maple, and walnut 
segmented bowls; Pens!; Segmented ash pot. 
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BB Turning

Dennis Nebgen

Don Francis

Shannon Dunlap

Kieth Hyland
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Joaquin Juatai Katie Stevens

Scott Birondo

Joe Gibson

Clockwise form top left: Red coolibah burl box; 
Cherry bowl, Celtic knot duck call collaboration 
with Joe Gibson; Ceadr bowl.
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Jim Duxbury

Heather Budarick

Top: Cherry burl waterfall bowl; Above 
left: Poplar off-center bowl painted in the 
Metis style; Pinecone hedgehog with an ash 
head.
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By Matt Harber

I use a sanding block to sand the simple 
bottom of my pieces. The block fits my 
scroll chuck, and is constructed out of 
leftover scrap wood, foam, and Velcro. 
The foam allows the block and 
sandpaper to conform to the slight 
concavity of the work piece (vase, bowl,
candlestick, goblet, etc.) 
bottom.

• “Simple bottom” 
means that the bottom 
is simple, slightly 
concave, and without 
adornment (grooves, 
feet, etc).

• The foam was 
purchased in a three-
foot square sheet, one inch thick, 
from “Foam ‘N More”, at 1925 Maple 
Road (15 Mile) in Troy, Michigan 
(guess: $18).

• The Velcro (industrial strength) was 
purchased as a roll from my local 
hardware store.

• The wood base with its tenon is 
turned from waste stock, usually left 
over from turning a vase or bowl.

• I have a block for several of my jaw 
sizes – so that I don’t have to change 
jaws to use the block.

• The foam piece is cut out from the 
foam sheet with a utility knife, glued 
to the wood block with E6000 craft 
glue. I also use the E6000 to glue the 
Velcro to the foam.

• The Velcro is shaped (after being 
glued) by using 80-grit (or 100-grit) 
sandpaper. I’ve tried my turning tools 
and they tend to shred/tear the foam 
unsatisfactorily. Also, before gluing, 
rough up the foam surface a bit with 
sandpaper, to give the glue better 
purchase.

• Glues that I have 
tried and been unhappy/
unsuccessful with: CA 
(superglue), 2-part epoxy 
(standard hardware store, 
Systems 3), Gorilla glue, 
Elmer’s glue. Rubber 
cement might work, too. 
The glue appears to need 
to be slightly flexible and 
able to take the stress.

• Make sure to use the hook part of the 
Velcro. The goal is to be able to use 
circular cutouts of sandpaper on the 
block.

How it works: Cut out circular sections of 
graduating grits of sheet cloth-backed 
sandpaper. I use 100, 150, 220, 320, and 
400. I cut them out by using the sanding 
block as a template, drawing a circle on 
the sandpaper, then using shop scissors 
to cut the sandpaper. To sand, put the 
block in your scroll chuck, put the circular 
piece of sandpaper on it, turn on your 
lathe, hold your work piece firmly, and 
gently advance it into the sandpaper. If 
you push too hard you may burn your 
piece or sandpaper, break the sandpaper 
loose from the Velcro, or possible lose 
control of your work piece. Then, just go 
through the grits.

Happy sanding!

Making A Lathe Sanding Block
Used for quickly sanding the bottoms of finished pieces


